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2. 

Answer the following questions in Arabic (any

four) : 2×4=8

 (a)



 (b)
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Answer all questions

1. 

Answer the following questions in Arabic (any

seven) : 1×7=7

 (a)

 (b)
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(  3  )

(d) 





Give the significance of the above

statement.

(e) Write short notes on the following : 

 (i) 

 (ii) 

4.   

 

Translate the following extracts into English

or Assamese (any two) : 5×2=10

[ A ]

    

    

 (c)



 (d)

 (e)

3. 
Answer the following questions in Arabic (any 

three): 5×3=15

(a) In which topic   delivered his

lectures in Madrid?

(b) 



Why does the writer compare 
with  ? What kind of role plays

in India as well as abroad? Discuss in

brief.

(c) Which lesson do you find from the

chapter  ? Write in brief.

(  4  )
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(  5  )
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[ B ]





(  6  )
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(  7  )

Or

Enumerate the contribution of 
and  in spreading Islamic
knowledge and education in India and

abroad.

















5. Define Indo-Arabic literature. Enumerate the

efforts and contributions of Indo-Arabic

writers towards the development of Arabic

prose in India. 10

Or

Enumerate and access the contribution made 

by   to the Indo-Arabic literature.

6. Give a brief account of the life and works of

 in the light of  10

(  8  )
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